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Master’s Corner
The Spring 2011 semester

and library. We have bright blue letters

improvements to the house such

was another successful one for our

out front of the house, and accountability

as picnic tables, a new basketball

upward trending chapter. In light

and care for the physical house are at all

hoop, sofas for the library, and

of a very challenging time for the

time highs.

hopefully a new shed. But before

Cornell Greek system (due to the

On a related note, I am very happy

then, I would like to cordially

new recognition policy and other

to announce the hiring of our new chef for

invite everyone to our Alumni

fraternities’ irresponsibility), Alpha

the fall, Dave D’Aprix. Mr. D’Aprix has

Reunion Weekend June 10th-12th. I

Epsilon Pi has stressed responsible

been profiled in the Wall Street Journal,

hope to see everyone there!

and safe behavior.

We always

and we are so excited for the improved

practice sound event management

quality of life brothers will be experiencing

across all of our events, and I am

with

very confident in saying that despite

Furthermore, I want to wish congrat-

what has transpired in the Greek

ulations to newly initiated brother Steven

Community this semester, Alpha

Hyde,

Epsilon Pi remains a great place.

Outstanding New Member award.

delicious

who

meals

recently

next

won the

-Mickey Katz ’13

year.

Master
bmak400@gmail.com

OFSA

Moving on to happier news,

I could go on and on about all of our

we continue to make strides in

goings-on, but I will let all of our great

reestablishing Beta chapter as a

chairs highlight their respective achieve-

campus mainstay. The house is in

ments. Looking forward to the fall, we are

the best shape in recent memory,

working extremely hard for rush for both

with three new, revitalized rooms in

the fall and spring pledge classes. We are

the brotherhood lounge, Beta office,

hoping to add more exciting capital

.
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News From Our Lieutenant Master
This

has

been

networking, and excitement. The weekend

with numerous

social,

started out on Saturday morning with a speech

brotherhood, and philanthropy events. We

from Executive Director Andy Borans. Due to

became closer as a brotherhood, volunteered

his long-term illness, Supreme Master Sam

at the Red Cross, raised money for Jewish

Blustein was not able to be there in person, but

tzedakah, and were still able to have a very

fortunately was still was able to Skype into the

busy social schedule with mixers and

meeting to deliver his speech. After a quick

parties.

risk management seminar, we had a delicious

extremely

past
busy

semester

Next year, we are hoping to expand

lunch from Wegmans, and then moved into

the number of sororities we mix with, and

breakout sessions led by some of our very own

continue our efforts in raising money for our

Beta brothers. These breakout sessions taught

seven

This

younger, less experienced brothers about

semester, we have regained contact with

various fraternity positions. That night, we

many alumni who we had lost contact with

brought all Conclave participants to Turning

years ago. We plan to hold various events

Stone Casino just outside Syracuse for a night

throughout the year, including our BBQ on

of schmoozing and gambling. Overall, the

Alumni Weekend (June 10 – 12), various

weekend was great; it was incredible to see so

events on homecoming weekend in the fall,

many AEPi brothers on the Cornell campus at

and a dinner in NYC the night of November

one time.

national

philanthropies.

26th before the Cornell vs. BU hockey game
at Madison Square Garden. If you are

-Michael Cline ‘13

interested in attending any of these events,

Lt. Master

please feel free to email myself or Master
Mickey Katz.

mcline55@gmail.com

This year the Beta chapter also held
the Great Lakes Regional Conclave. This
was the first time we hosted conclave in
over a decade. We had over 250 brothers,
alumni, and national representatives on the
Cornell campus for a weekend of learning,

Social News
This semester we had a bustling social

their pledge party- AEPirates. The classic and
always successful theme made a triumphant
return this semester and was a smashing

calendar which included numerous mixers

success. We finished off the semester by

with sororities. First we celebrated the great

taking advantage of some warm days by

Ithaca winter by a having a beach themed

having barbeques. As a whole it was a great

mixer with Kappa Delta. Later in the semester

social semester.

we had a chocolate mixer with AXiD, which
was a major success, and not to mention
delicious.
In February, we had our annual
Valentine’s Day Date Night which consisted
of dinner with dates, and tasty deserts back at
the house after. In May, we celebrated our
Spring Formal with dinner, followed by a
cruise on Cayuga Lake.
The pledges did a great job in running

-Jeff Sussman ‘13
Social Chair

Family Weekend
Family Weekend was a huge success
this year. Over eighty people were in
attendance, and we had an awesome dinner at
Joe's Restaurant. Despite some last minute
adjustments and changes, it was clear that the
parents left pleasantly surprised and
impressed. We also gave out our traditional
Brotherhood Awards, with some new
additions that elicited many laughs. Overall,
everyone had a wonderful time and it was
great to see the parents and brothers enjoying
each other’s company. Hopefully next Family
Weekend will be just as successful, and we
look forward to another opportunity to see
everyone together.

-Eric Scheiner ‘12
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Jewish Life at ΑΕΠ
Jewish life in the chapter was quite
bustling this semester. In March, the
pledges shared an in-house

Shabbat

dinner with a bunch of the brothers. This
meal provided a wonderful opportunity
for the pledges to get better acquainted
with their soon-to-be brothers, as well
participate in a home-away-from-home
Shabbat dinner experience.
Later that month, we had an Israel
Appreciation Night. We had a screening
of Adam Sandler’s classic film You Don’t

Brotherhood Report

Mess with the Zohan, while noshing down
on some sababa Israeli delicacies such as
hummus, Bamba, and babkas.

very

very fun and positive one. Naturally,

many

everything culminated on Slope Day,

brotherhood

where every single brother was able to

participate in Passover Seders. On the first

events. Like past years, we had a 40's

celebrate and have an amazing time.

night, many brothers went to Super Seder,

night, senior roasts, and multiple ski

After our purchase of new outdoor

which is hodgepodge of varying seders,

trips to Greek Peak. In addition, we

speakers, simply hanging out in the

run by Cornell Hillel. And on the second

had

dinners

backyard with each other has become a

night, we hosted an in-house seder, at

including wings for the Super Bowl,

great event, and doing so on Slope Day

which

late night food at State Street Diner,

makes it even greater.

In
during

April,
their

brothers

busy

brothers

and

This
made

time

school-weeks

friends

had

to

a

marvelous time.
Pi

one,

traditional

commemorated

at

was

filled

and

several

barbecue

Finally, the brothers of Alpha
Epsilon

eventful

semester

a

with

new

brother-hood

Dinosaur

BBQ

in

Cheers to a great semester!

Syracuse, and burgers at the Pines.

Holocaust

This year, Jeremy Roberts, a member

-Steven Prizant ’12 and

Remembrance Day on the last Friday of

of the Theta pledge class completed

Jeremy Cohen ‘13

April, by wearing all black with stickers

the Pines Burger Challenge by eating 4

saying ‚Never Forget,‛ and marching

Pines Burgers in less than an hour. We

silently through campus handing out

also went bowling and mini-golfing,

cards

which encouraged friendly compe-

with

information

about

the

Holocaust. It was a moving experience for

tition and an overall good time.

the brothers, and we believe that our walk

We had ambitions to introduce

served to raise campus awareness of the

new activities that we hope will be

atrocities

continued in future semesters. While

that

transpired

during

the

Holocaust.

simple

sounding,

these

included

All in all, the chapter was engaged

bowling and our visit to Dinosaur

Jewish-ly throughout the course of the

BBQ. Each of these activities provided

semester, and we hope to coordinate even

ample opportunity for an overall

more Jewish-themed events in upcoming

positive brotherhood experience. We

semesters.

have the best time when simply being

-Jonathan Shtaynberger ‘13

with

each

other

and

the

best

brotherhood events are ones that take
advantage of this fact.
Overall, the semester was a

4
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Introducing the Thetas
Spring

2011

was

certainly a memorable seme-

ive, and meaningful ‚pledge

such as our

viewing

class of one.‛

Mississippi Burning.

of

well equipped to carry on
our legacy as Jewish leaders.

partici-

Additionally, through

Chapter. From the success of

pation in the pledge process

the wide range of tasks given

AEPirates,

increased dramatically with

to them, the Thetas were

party, to their renovation of

routine

Education

instilled with the values of

-Jonathan Lesser ‘12

the AEPibrary, the Theta

Meetings as well as events

the ‚Road‛ that we share as

Pledge Master for the

Pledge Class bonded into a

designed to integrate our

brothers

cohesive, mutually support-

new members in the chapter,

Epsilon Pi Fraternity and are

ster of pledge for the Beta
their

pledge

Brotherhood

Pledge

of

the

We are pleased to introduce
each of them below.

Theta Pledge Class

Alpha

Alex Adler transferred this year from the

Steven

Hyde

is

an

Economics

University of Maryland. He is currently major-

Psychology double major in the College of

ing in Industrial and Labor Relations with a

Arts and Sciences. He is a Boston sports

minor in the History of Art. Alex will be intern-

fanatic and loves running, playing Ping-Pong

ing this summer on the set of Modern Family.

and attending hockey games.

Matt Baron is from Bellmore, New York where

Jeremy Roberts is from Bellmore, New York and

he has two cats and a younger brother. He is

is majoring in Human Biology, Health and

enrolled in the college of Agriculture and Life

Society. He is very active in Hillel where he

Sciences, studying Applied Economics and

serves on the Engagement Committee, and

Management.

hopes to be a doctor in sports medicine.

and

Jason Fenwick is from Redding Connecticut.

Max Schechter is a Government major from

He plays the violin in the Cornell Symphony

Severna Park, MD. He is active in the Cornell

Orchestra and enjoys skiing. Jason is enrolled

University Programming Board, and will be in

in the College of Engineering where he will

D.C. this summer as a participant in the

pursue Computer Science or Applied Physics.

Religious Action Center’s Machon Kaplan
Program.

Jeremy Gilston is a proud brother of AEPi.

Michael Sobel is in the school of Industrial

Musically, he is a member of the Cornell

and Labor Relations, and from Westport,

University Glee Club, and plays clarinet. Jeremy

CT. He is a referee on campus for intramural

is enrolled in Hotel Administration, where he is

sports, plays tennis, and was on the debate

passionate about his studies and having fun.

team. Michael is a Cornell Tradition Fellow.

Jason Haas is an avid chess player and a
level 53 dungeon master. While not helping
the Cornell Chess Team defeat our Ivy
League opponents, he can often be found
completing his 1793 classic stamp collection.
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Continuing the Tradition
Over the course of the last
semester, the Beta Chapter participated
in the IFC’s 2011 Rush Week
culminating the work of our past Rush
Chair Jonah Hecht and securing nine
signed bids. We then began moving
forward to coordinate and to strategize
Alpha Epsilon Pi’s rush efforts for next
year under new leadership and a new
Rush Committee.
The Beta chapter experienced a
groundbreaking Rush Week this year
hosting
a
wide
variety
of
events. Highlights from the week
included our first ever Winter Gala, a
formal event featuring a live jazz band,
as well as a trip to Binghamton for a
party with our Beta Nu brothers,
showing our rushes that the bonds of
brotherhood extend beyond East Hill.
Following Rush Week and the

induction of the Theta Pledge Class, an initial
version of the 2011-2012 Rush Committee
began meeting weekly to strategize the
Chapter’s rush efforts. This initial committee
consisted of five members: Eden Ellis (Rush
Chairman), Mickey Katz (Master), Jonathan
Lesser (Pledge Master), Eric Scheiner, and
Micah Freedman. Once the Theta Pledge Class
was initiated, two NIBS (Newly Initiated
Brothers) – Steven Hyde and Jeremy Roberts were added to the initial group of five
rounding out the structure of the committee.
Through making the Rush Committee
an active body during the Spring semester - a
first for the Beta Chapter since its 2005 refounding – our energetic and creative group of
seven has placed the chapter in great position
to rush like never before. Specifically, the
Committee has successfully (1) developed a
detailed schedule for all rush and social events
for the coming 6 months, (2) compiled a

preliminary list of potential rushes,
(3) brainstormed ideas for rush shirts,
armbands, and other paraphernalia,
and (4) created a strategy for summer
rush – another pioneering effort. Earn
I look forward to leading this
chapter’s rush efforts in the coming
months and am confident that our
chapter will experience a growth in
numbers and quality between now
and the end of Rush Week 2012.

-Eden Ellis ‘12
Rush Chair

Annual AEPie Toss. For this event, campus

to service within the Ithaca community this

celebrities

and

semester. Of particular note is our newly

was

basketball players, IFC members, and university

established relationship with the Red Cross

without a doubt a memorable semester

administrators sat on Ho Plaza while people

of Ithaca. Early in the semester, the Beta

for the Beta Chapter’s philanthropy

paid to hit them in the face with whipped cream

Chapter sent about a dozen brothers on a

efforts. A chapter-wide discussion early

pies. This year’s Pie Toss raised close to $450

Saturday morning to help the Director of

in the semester catalyzed a change in

for Save a Child’s Heart, an Israeli-based

Homeless Services move much of the Red

outlook about how our chapter should

organization that provides cardiac care and

Cross’s pantry from their old location to a

approach philanthropy, and with this

treatment for children in developing countries

much

newfound commitment, our chapter was

across the world. Because the Beta Chapter

numerous brothers participated in a Red

able to raise close to $4,000 and donate

applied for and received an IFC grant that

Cross

over 200 hours to service and advocacy

covered the majority of the event’s costs, nearly

IFC. Finally, the Beta Chapter had one of

collectively.

all of the money we raised from the AEPie Toss

the highest turnouts of any chapter on

can

Child’s

campus for Day of Demeter, an event put

recently-initiated

on each year by the IFC and Panhellenic

Philanthropy
The

efforts

Spring

of

2011

This

semester’s

fundraising

were

highlighted

straight

to

hockey

Save

facility.

Furthermore,

blood drive organized

by

the

Grossman’s participation in the 2011

Theta

ING Miami Half Marathon.

Drew’s

sunglasses throughout the semester to raise

windows at the Ithaca Advocacy Center

monumental

single-

money for Sharsharet, an organization that

and also cleaned up trash at Stewart Park

handedly raised $3,000 for Chai Lifeline,

raises money for Jewish women with breast

in Ithaca.

which provides support for Jewish

cancer and their families. At last check, the

With changes likely coming to Cornell’s

children and families suffering from

Thetas had raised close to $150 from their

Greek System and the way in which the

serious illnesses. In addition to the hard

sales. Lastly, though not actually our own

university evaluates individual chapters,

work Drew put into raising money, he

fundraising initiative, the Beta Chapter has been

philanthropic efforts will unquestionably

also had invest a lot of time and effort

donating all of cans and other refundable

become more important for maintaining a

into training for the half marathon itself,

recyclables to Project HOPE, an organization

good

which culminated in a solid finishing

that gives money to orphans of the 2010

semester was clearly a positive step in that

time of 2:03:38.

earthquake in Haiti.

direction.

major

Pledge

Class

the

a

newer

Heart.

Our

Additionally,

varsity

Drew

commitment

by

go

including

sold

bracelets

and

Council.

Our chapter helped to wash

relationship

with

Cornell.

This

chapter-wide

In addition to fundraising efforts, the

-Micah Freedman ‘13

fundraising endeavor was the Fifth

Beta Chapter also demonstrated its commitment

Philanthropy Chair
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House Report
This semester we continued with
the improvements of last semester and
replace a lot of old broken things around
the house. Before we left for winter
break, a group of about ten brothers
stayed in Ithaca for a few extra days to
give the walls a fresh new paint job. We
were able to do all three hallways in a
nice light cream color. For rush week we
replaced the ping pong and pool tables,
all of the couches in the common room,
and added another fridge to double our
capacity during parties. We also cleaned
out all the light globes, replaced the
shower curtains, and the dilapidated
shelves in the bathrooms. The house
was looking fresh for rush week and it
paid off well with our amazing new
brothers.
For their pledge project the thetas
decided that they were going to overhaul
the AEPibrary, off of the foyer, and
create the Beta Office in room 19 on the
second floor. This was an ambitious
project which included tearing off the
existing wood paneling from the library,
patching and spackling the dry wall
underneath, priming, painting, replacing
the light fixture, removing the filing
cabinets, and even scanning in all the

saved prelims and study guides to our in-house
server. The project was a huge success and both
rooms are extremely functional and look great!
As a house we’ve made a huge push to
be more environmentally friendly. We installed
a bike rack to encourage brothers to bike instead
of driving. Our recycling has been praised as
‚the best recycling system of all the fraternities‛
by the group collecting cans for Project
HOPE. We’ve put up with cooler temperatures
and had our boiler cleaned to improve the
efficiency and cut our natural gas usage. Our
compost, handled by Cayuga Composting, has
also been very successful. We compost all of
our food waste and scraps along with paper
towels and everything else we can. By
diverting a large portion of our waste to
recycling and composting we can downsize our
dumpster, saving us money and room at the
landfill. We installed two new high efficiency
washers to save on water and electricity as well
as replaced our old industrial freezer with a
smaller better sized model. We have plans to
install timers for the lights in the hallways that
at this point are on all of the time. All of these
things along with some new houseplants have
set a tone of responsibility and sustainability
that was lacking before.
Cleaning shifts have always been a
problem within the house, the tragedy of the

commons is alive and well. Nobody is
looking to clean up after someone else,
especially when you live in a fraternity
house! Many motivators have been used to
encourage brothers to fulfill their
responsibility including fines but we found
this semester that the best way to do this is
shame, the ‚Shane List‛ to be exact. By
simply putting the offenders name on the
whiteboard in the foyer where everyone
can see it, the shift gets done and the house
is much better off for it. Who wants to be
Shane?
Overall the house is in the best
condition that it has been in an extremely
long time. In the words of Bill Holtkamp,
the head code inspector for the Ithaca
Building Department, ‚Congratulations on
such a good inspection. This is the nicest
the building has been since I started
inspecting in the Cornell area.‛ AEPi
Nationals has also taken notice of the effort
that we have put in and gave us a new set
of letters to put on the house. The letters
are the perfect icing on the cake that is
Thurston Manor.
-Dave Shapiro ‘12
House Manager

Help Keep Us Up To Date:
Fill out this form and return to:
Michael Katz, Master
140 Thurston Ave.
Ithaca, NY 14850
Name:_________________________________________ Year:_______________
Do you need to update your information?

y/n

Do you have an announcement you would like to place in the next issue?

y/n

Would you like to be put on the alumni email list to receive announcements form the chapter via email or to connect with other brothers?
email:_________________________________________
Please accept my enclosed donation of _____________ to be used for ____________________________________
Announcement_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

